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Cannot find module './sdkConfig'
from '/Users/tmoravcik/Document

s/thisPHPProject' I have a two
files in which I am trying to
import like this var AWS =

require('aws-sdk');
AWS.config.update({ region: "us-

east-2", endpoint:
"localhost:8000",
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assumeRoleEndpoint: "localhost:8
000/login/assumeRole" });

AWS.config.update({ region: "us-
east-2", endpoint:
"localhost:5000",

assumeRoleEndpoint: "localhost:5
000/login/assumeRole" }); The

first one is in home directory and
the second one is inside of the
project The first time I run the
script I have this error : Cannot

find module './sdkConfig' from '/
Users/tmoravcik/Documents/thisP
HPProject' But the second time I

run it without changing anything it
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works perfectly What can cause
this? A: The path./sdkConfig is

relative to the module itself, so if
you are importing from /Users/tm
oravcik/Documents/thisPHPProje
ct/examples/sagemaker/index.jsx
it will look for the file./sdkConfig
in the directory of that file, which
for you is . You can try adding the

same directory as your module
into your package.json file and see
if that helps. Something like this:

"dependencies": { "index.jsx":
"../examples/sagemaker/index.jsx"
} For more information about how
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to use NPM, take a look at their
documentations: Personal injury

lawyers in Niwot, Colorado Niwot
Injury Lawyers Niwot is a city in

the Denver metropolitan area. It is
a part of Denver County. The city

is a 595f342e71
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